
CHARTIQ TECHNICAL ANALYSIS

The solution for all 
time series analysis

The world’s leading comprehensive technical analysis platform 
ChartIQ delivers powerful, high-performance charts built for finance. No general-purpose charting tool 

addresses the deep requirements of the industry like we do. Real-time market data, market sessions, trade 

execution, and technical analysis are just a few of the industry-specific needs that ChartIQ was designed to 

address, all while providing stunning data visualization and a beautiful UI.

HIGH PERFORMANCE CHARTS FOR TRADERS OF ALL LEVELS 

 ĸResearch, news, and social or economic reports 

can be plotted directly on the chart as events, or 

visualized on the chart as swim lanes. 

 ĸ Incorporate any third party data including 

proprietary content, alternative data sets, or 

analytics from any data source. Gain insights  

with data forecasting. 

 ĸPlot multiple instruments across every asset class. 

 ĸDraw from 125 technical indicators.

 ĸStudies may be applied at any time increment,  

from one second bars to daily/weekly/monthly.

 ĸSee each trade as it occurs in real-time with 

scrolling tick charts.

 ĸWorks seamlessly on any platform—web, desktop, 

tablet and mobile.

STUDY CALCULATOR 

Does your screener only provide fundamentals? 

ChartIQ Technical Analysis allows you to add  

technical indicators to your screener and alert 

engines. Traders gain an additional edge when  

they can search a universe of securities.

Platform Features

SYNCHRONIZED CHART GRID

Allow users to apply 

any study uniformly 

across multiple charts 

with just one click. Up 

to 20 charts can be 

shown simultaneously, 

updating in real time. 



Contact Us Today:  
info@chartiq.com | +1 800-821-8147 | chartiq.com

Charts with the power to do more
Using ChartIQ’s limitless customization, Tier 1 banks , brokerages, and tech vendors give their traders an 

experience catered to their needs. Firms deliver a custom set of technical studies and drawing tools, and 

leverage our API to meet any UX design standard. End-users have the power to customize and integrate charts 

into their workflow. 

Unparalleled performance across any device
Built on the HTML5 Canvas, ChartIQ is designed to handle 50,000+ data points on the chart, updating in real 

time down to the millisecond while continuing to deliver a fully interactive chart. Our javascript library runs on 

all modern browsers and touch-screen devices out-of-the-box.

Partnerships for  advanced analytics
We partner only with the best-of-breed fintech providers to deliver the best solution for time series analysis. 

Our Estimize plug-in gives users access to crowdsourced earnings and revenue estimates from 100,000 

analysts. For more technical traders, the Trading Central plug-in provides expert analytics on over 72,000 

financial instruments.

Built for developers, by developers.
ChartIQ is a robust SDK with comprehensive APIs, production-grade “drop-in” UI templates, sample 

implementations, optional premium modules, and extensive documentation. Visit documentation.chartiq.com 

to learn how you can easily add interactive time series charts to your application in one day.

ScriptIQ 
Traders often demand extra 
customization. For those 
needing more, our ScriptIQ 
module allows users to program 
their own indicators and studies 
using Coffeescript syntax— 
a simplified syntax that compiles 
to JavaScript and follows the 
same pattern as other industry 
scripting languages.

Post-Trade Visualization
What happens in the life cycle of 
an order matters. This module 
is a toolkit for firms spending 
too much time merging 
proprietary data (chats, phone 
logs, OMS data) and market/
third-party data, with no way 
to see everything in one place. 
Compliance officers benefit 
from seeing all events that occur 
during an institutional order and 
visualizing trade reconstruction.

Term Structure Graph
Go beyond time series charts. 
Term structure graph is a 
real-time, interactive graphic 
display of the term structure 
of a market such as credits, 
swaps, commodities, and more. 
Create a yield curve to predict 
economic growth in real-time.

Premium Modules

The ChartIQ Technical Analysis module includes 125 indicators, over 20 chart types, and a suite of 

advanced drawing tools and technical charting styles. Go further with premium modules.


